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THE END OF THE BEGINNING: A
REVOLUTION IN THE WORLD OF CONSUMER
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
GREGORY J. PULLES
OCTOBER 2015
INTRODUCTION
It is difficult, no, impossible, to overstate the impact of the Dodd-Frank
Act Titles X and XIV and the creation of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (“CFPB”). It is also difficult to rank the most significant
impacts of this reform. With the CFPB, Congress created a new super
regulator for virtually all consumer financial products and services, with
seemingly unbounded power to make law through regulation, from the
cradle to the product grave, for all consumer financial products and
services. For the first time, an aggressive and effective consumer advocate
cop is policing all providers, not just banks: the likes of student loan
providers and servicers, payday lenders, prepaid card providers, private forprofit colleges, mortgage lenders, brokers and servicers, debt collection
agencies, credit reporting agencies, and foreign remittance providers.1 Big
banks are subject to the direct supervisory authority of the CFPB. The
CFPB has the power to define “larger participant” in any consumer
financial service product or service market and bring them within it
supervision, and also the authority to bring within its supervision persons
who are “posing risk to consumers.”2 This new regulator makes all the
regulations under the alphabet soup of federal consumer laws: the Truth in
Lending Act (“TILA”), the Truth in Savings Act (“TISA”), the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (“FCRA”), etc.3 As a result, a whole new body of substantive
law has arisen, including the creation of a new Unfair, Deceptive, or

1. David H. Carpenter, The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB): A Legal
Analysis, CONG. RES. SERV., https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42572.pdf
2. See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act),
Pub. L. No. 111-203 (2010).
3. See Regulations, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU, http://www.consumerfinance.gov/regulatio
ns/.
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Abusive Acts or Practices (“UDAAP”) standard.4 An “ability to repay”
requirement now applies to all residential mortgages.5 Think of it: an
American can only obtain such a loan if she or he demonstrates they have
the ability to repay. A national CFPB consumer complaint database is now
in place with 20,000 complaints raining in every month.6 October witnessed
the rollout of a complete new set of TILA/HUD disclosures for home loans,
jettisoning the APR protocol we had known for forty-five years.7 The
nationwide system of pricing for car loans is under attack by the CFPB for
discrimination. The APR has active rulemaking in process to address
arbitration (just announcing class action “bars” will be prohibited) and
prepaid cards.8 Payday loans are in line. Student loan servicing and
accuracy at the consumer reporting agencies are also in CFPB’s sights.9 The
CFPB has assembled the largest enforcement mechanism in consumer law
history. The Bureau has already brought many significant actions, bringing
in billions of dollars in fines and reimbursements, and has many more in the
works.10 These enforcement actions are promising to triple in number going
forward.11 That enforcement has a wide reach, including not only those who
offer consumer financial goods and services, but their affiliates, related
persons, service providers, and those who assist in UDAAP. 12 This is only
the beginning. This massive expansion of federal consumer law,
supervision, and enforcement has dwarfed state law, and it is fair to say that
consumer financial law has now largely been federalized. The CFPB has the
tools to shape consumer financial products and services: their substantive
terms and features, and how they are advertised, marketed, sold, serviced,

4. See CFPB Bulletin 2013-07 Prohibition of Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or
Practices in the Collection of Consumer Debts, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201
307_cfpb_bulletin_unfair-deceptive-abusive-practices.pdf
5. See Ability-to-Repay and Qualified Mortgage Rule, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201308_cfpb_atr-qm-implementation-guide_final.pdf.
6. See Steve Antonakes, Prepared Remarks of CFPB Deputy Director Steven Antonakes at
the Consumer Bankers Association, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU, http://www.consumerfinance.gov/
newsroom/prepared-remarks-of-cfpb-deputy-director-steven-antonakes-at-the-consumer-bankersassociation/.
7. TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure Rule, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201508_cfpb_tila-respa-integrated-disclosure-rule.pdf.
8. Teresa Dixon Murray, Consumers can’t sue credit cards, banks or lenders in most cases,
but regulator wants to change forced arbitration clauses, CLEVELAND (Oct. 7 2015),
http://www.cleveland.com/business/index.ssf/2015/10/consumers_cant_sue_credit_card.html.
9. Anthony Alexis, Payday loans, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/blog/category/payday-loans/.
10. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Enforcing Consumer Protection Laws, CONS.
FIN. PROT. BUREAU, (hereinafter CFPB),
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201407_cfpb_factsheet_supervision-and-enforcement.pdf.
11. Id.
12. CFPB Supervision and Examination Manual: Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or
Practices, CONS. FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
http://www.cfpaguide.com/portalresource/Exam%20Manual%20v%202%20-%20UDAAP.pdf.
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and collected.13 The provision of consumer financial services is still in
private hands, but the government now largely has the authority to control
what will be offered, how it will be offered, and how it will be collected.14
Massive changes and developments are still ahead.
The Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (Title X of the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“DFA”)), and its
mortgage loan cousin (Title XIV), have changed the consumer financial
services marketplace in dramatic ways. In just four years, the Bureau has
had more impact on the retail side of the banking business than any other
law enacted since federal deposit insurance was created.15 From mortgages
to credit cards to deposit accounts to car loans to student loans, to mortgage
and student loan servicing, to lending to the military, to credit reporting, to
debt collection, to serviceman and servicewoman loans, to payday lending,
to prepaid cards, the Bureau has already dramatically changed the way
American banks and financial institutions do business.16 Ask any banker
what concerns them the most at this moment, and it most surely is “the
Bureau.”
THE SCOPE OF TITLE X AND THE AUTHORITY AND JURISDICTION OF THE
CFPB: THE WHAT, THE WHO, AND THE HOW
First, a brief overview of “what” products and “what” laws are subject
to Title X and the CFPB, and “who” is subject to the long-arm of the CFPB.
The law covers any enumerated consumer financial product or
service.17 I will not lay out the ten “enumerated” categories of products and
services given in Section 1002 of the Act, but I will call out the “grab bag”
at the end of the list:
“such other financial product or service as may be defined by the
Bureau, by regulation, for purposes of this title, if the Bureau finds
that such financial product or service is—
(I) entered into or conducted as a subterfuge or with a purpose
to evade any Federal consumer financial law; or
(II) permissible for a bank or for a financial holding company
to offer or to provide under any provision of a Federal law

13. See Dodd-Frank supra note 2.
14. Id.
15. Tanya D. Marsh and Joseph W. Norman, The Impact of Dodd-Frank on Community
Banks, AM. ENTERPRISE INST., http://www.aei.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/-the-impact-ofdoddfrank-on-community-banks_164334553537.pdf.
16. Kelsey Weaver, Debate: How Will the CFPB Impact Banks?, BANK DIR.,
http://www.bankdirector.com/issues/legal/debate-how-will-the-cf-pb-impact-banks/.
17. 12 U.S. Code § 5481(15)(xi)(I).
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or regulation applicable to a bank or a financial holding
company, and has, or likely will have, a material impact on
consumers.”18
Thus, unless one of the specific DFA exceptions garnered by the lobbyists
applies, virtually everything offered by a bank or its holding company is
either currently specifically covered, or is subject to the Bureau’s authority
to cover the product or service under the catchall provision.19
The laws DFA assigns to the CFPB, the Federal Consumer Financial
Laws (“FCFL”), are a combination of (1) “the provisions of this Title [X]”,
(2) the “enumerated consumer laws” (18 of them specified in Section 1002),
(3) laws for which consumer financial protection is transferred to the CFPB
under DFA, plus, and perhaps most significantly in the long term, (4) “any
rule or order prescribed by the Bureau under this [Title X].”20
Since the Bureau is charged under Section 1021 of Title X with
ensuring “fair, transparent, and competitive” markets, delivery of “timely
and understandable” information about products and services, protecting
consumers from “unfair deceptive or abusive acts and practices” and
“discrimination,” the rulemaking authority of the Bureau has enormous
bounds.
THE WHO: COVERED PERSONS, AFFILIATES, RELATED PERSONS, AND
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A covered person is any person that engages in offering or providing a
consumer financial product or service (note that this language extends to
offering or providing someone else’s product or service) and any affiliate of
such an offeror or provider if that affiliate acts as a service provider to that
person.21 Affiliate means “any person that controls, is controlled by, or is
under common control with another person.22 A “service provider” is a
person that provides a “material” service to a covered person in connection
with a consumer financial product or service, and includes a person who
participates in designing, operating, or maintaining the consumer financial
product or service, or processes transactions relating to the consumer
financial product or service (with a specific exception for unknowing and
incidental activity).23 Providing ad time or space and support services
provided to businesses generally will not subject a person to service

18. Id.
19. See Dodd-Frank supra note 2. Financial products or services, real estate brokerages and
securities and electronic conduit services are excluded from Title X via Section 1027 and 1002.
20. 12 U.S. Code § 5481(14).
21. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(6) (2012).
22. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(1) (2012).
23. 12 U.S.C. § 5481(26)(A) (2012).
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provider treatment.24
A related person is a director, officer, or employee charged with
managerial responsibility for, or controlling shareholder of, or agent for, a
covered person and any shareholder, consultant, joint venture partner, or
other, as determined by the Bureau (by rule or on a case-by-case basis) who
materially participates in the conduct of the affairs of a covered person and
any independent contractor (including any attorney, appraiser, or
accountant) who knowingly or recklessly participates in any: (I) violation of
any provision of law or regulation; or (II) breach of a fiduciary duty. 25
Section 1002 states that a related person shall be “deemed to mean a
covered person for all purposes of any provision of a Federal consumer
financial Law.”26 Presumably, this means that a related person is a covered
person under DFA.
Here, we need to think in terms of the “How”—how does the CFPB
exercise regulatory authority. I think of it in three ways—first, the CFPB
issues regulations for the Federal Consumer Financial Laws.27 Regardless
whether a person is a covered person, affiliate, or service provider, if that
person comes within the ambit of the particular FCFL, that person must
comply with any regulation the CFPB promulgates under the FCFL, and in
that way is “regulated” by the Bureau (the consequence may not involve the
CFPB, for example, civil liability or enforcement by another agency).
Second, the Bureau regulates by supervision—which includes review of
compliance systems and procedures, on-site examinations, discussion with
relevant personnel, and production of relevant reports.28 Third, the Bureau
regulates by enforcement – issuing cease and desist orders, imposing
penalties, and the like.29 For purposes of supervision and enforcement, Title
X has three separate sections that need review:1024, 1025, and 1026.
Section 1024 covers five categories of nondepository covered persons:
any covered person who—
(A) offers or provides origination, brokerage, or servicing of loans
secured by real estate for use by consumers primarily for
personal, family, or household purposes, or loan modification
or foreclosure relief services in connection with such loans;
(B) is a larger participant of a market for other consumer financial
products or services. . .;
(C) the Bureau has reasonable cause to determine, by order, after

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

12 U.S.C. § 5481(26)(B) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5481(25)(C) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5481(25)(B) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5512(b)(4) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5512(c) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5511(a) (2012).
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notice to the covered person and a reasonable opportunity for
such covered person to respond, based on complaints collected
through the system under section 1013(b)(3) or information
from other sources, that such covered person is engaging, or
has engaged, in conduct that poses risks to consumers with
regard to the offering or provision of consumer financial
products or services;
(D) offers or provides to a consumer any private education loan. . .;
or
(E) offers or provides to a consumer a payday loan.30
The “larger participant” category gives the Bureau great latitude to
expand the scope of Section 1024 CFPB supervision. The “reasonable
cause. . .risks to consumers” category provides similar latitude for
individual offenders. Covered persons within the Section 1024 authority are
subject to CFPB supervision; meaning reporting and examination.31 Section
1024 also provides enforcement authority to the Bureau.32 Service providers
to covered persons within the 1024 ambit are subject to the Bureau’s
authority under Section 1024 to the same extent as if the service providers
were engaged in a service relationship with a bank under the Bank Service
Company Act (“BSCA”).33
Section 1025 covers “very large banks, savings associations, and credit
unions.”34 Institutions that are covered persons and with total assets of more
than $10 billion “and any affiliates thereof” are subject to direct Bureau
supervision, and “primary” enforcement relative to FCFLs.35 Service
providers to these entities are subject to the Bureau’s authority in the same
way as with Section 1024.36
Section 1026 covers banks, savings associations, and credit unions with
total assets of $10 million or less.37 The CFPB can require “reports” from
these persons to assist it, and include its examiners on a “sampling basis” in
examinations conducted by the prudential regulator.38 Enforcement is left
with the prudential regulator.39 A service provider to a “substantial number
of persons” covered by Section 1026 are subject to the authority of the
Bureau as provided in Section 1025 (i.e. reference to the BSCA).40
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

12 U.S.C. § 5514(a)(1) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5514(b)(1) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5514(c) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5514(e) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5515 (2012).
Id.
12 U.S.C. § 5515(d) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5516(a) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5516(b & c) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5516(d)(1) (2012).
12 U.S.C. § 5516(e) (2012).
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Section 1027 provides specified (and limited) exclusions for merchants
offering credit, real estate brokerage activities, manufactured home sales
agent, accountants and tax preparers, lawyers, persons regulated by state
insurance regulators, employee benefit and compensation plans, persons
regulated by a state securities commission, persons regulated by the CFTC,
persons regulated by the Farm Credit Administration, and charitable
organizations.41 As to all these exclusions, there are two important caveats.
First if the person subject to the exclusion is a “service provider,” the
service provider provisions apply.42 Second, and more importantly, if (a) the
excluded person otherwise comes within the ambit of an enumerated
consumer law, or any law “transferred” to the Bureau by DFA, or (b) for
most of the exclusions, if the person engages in the offering or provision of
any consumer financial product or service, then the exclusion does not
apply to that “extent.”43
Before we leave the “Who” the Bureau regulates discussion, Sections
1031 and 1036 must be mentioned for they operate as “extenders” of
Sections 1024, 1025, and 1026.
Under Section 1031, the Bureau can take enforcement action against
any covered person or service provider who is committing or engaging in
an unfair, deceptive, or abusive act or practice, and can by rule identify such
acts or practices.44
Under Section 1036, covered persons may not violate federal consumer
financial law or engage in unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices.45
Here is the big extension: it is unlawful for:
Any person to knowingly or recklessly provide substantial
assistance to a covered person or service provider in violation of the
provisions of Section 1031, or. . . the provider of such substantial
assistance shall be deemed to be in violation of that section to the
same extent as the person to whom such assistance is provided.46
An August 2015 CFPB complaint against World Law Debt Processing,
et al., illustrates the long-arm of the CFPB’s authorities and shows how the
CFPB can use any or all of covered person, affiliate, service provider, and
related person.47 The Bureau brought suit against World Law and its

41. 12 U.S.C. § 5517 (2012).
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. 12 U.S.C. § 5531 (2012).
45. 12 U.S.C. § 5536.
46. Id.
47. CFPB, CFPB Sues World Law Group for Charging Illegal Fees and Making False
Promises in Debt-Relief Scheme, http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-sues-worldlaw-group-for-charging-illegal-fees-and-making-false-promises-in-debt-relief-scheme/ (Sept. 15,
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principals.48 The company was alleged to be a covered person (not
surprisingly), also a service provider to the related entity defendants, and
also an affiliate.49 The principals were included in multiple ways: they were
covered persons because they engaged in offering consumer financial
products and services, they were related persons because they materially
participated in the conduct of the affairs of the covered person, and they too
were “service providers” to one of the other covered persons.50 Query why
the CFPB did not also throw in the Section 1036: “any person
who. . .knowingly or recklessly provides substantial assistance,” while it
was at it.51 Perhaps I missed it!
I have provided the above summary of the Bureau’s authorities in order
to show that all that the CFPB has achieved in its first four years represents
only a fraction of what it has the power to do under DFA, and to bring
home the point that there is so much more to come.
REGULATION BY ENFORCEMENT
In four years, the Bureau has achieved $11 billion in relief for over 25
million consumers.52 Never before have so many resources been devoted to
such concentrated enforcement. Most, if not all, of the actions to date could
actually have been brought under pre-DFA law. Most of the UDAAP cases
are “deceptive” cases, for example. The difference is intensity and power:
routinely the target accedes to the requested relief in view of the CFPB’s
power and authorities. In the add-on product sales cases, for example, the
Bureau will cite numerous instances of overreaching, and then all of the
add-on sales are regarded as having crossed the line, when it may be that
most salespeople did not cross the line. The intensity of the enforcement
effort overwhelms:



Seventy-five enforcement actions filed between 7/17/12–
3/1/2015.
The Bureau’s budget for enforcement supervision and fair
lending increases from $105 million in 2013 to $172 million in
2016.53
o Employees go from 633 in 2014 to 747 in 2016.54

2015).
48. Id.
49. Complaint, CFPB v. World Law Debt Services, LLC et. al., (S.D. of FL. Aug 17, 2015)
(No. 15-23070).
50. Id. at para 10.
51. 12 U.S.C. § 5536
52. CFPB, Financial report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201511_cfpb_report_fiscal-year-2015.pdf (Nov. 16, 2015).
53. Id.
54. Id.
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Enforcement rates
o Three enforcement actions per month in 2014.55
o I expect this to grow to cover twenty per month once
the Bureau is in full steam (SEC brought 755 in FY
2014).56
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE LENDING

One of the centerpieces of DFA is the Ability to Repay rule (“ATR”),
and its corollary, the QM or Qualified Mortgage rule (“QM”). These are
statutory requirements. The Bureau, as of January 2014, dutifully
implemented the requirements through extensive rulemaking, including:
thorough rules about the required documentation and elements of qualifying
income, the debt to income ratio, maximum points, balloon loans, etc.57 Key
to the new rules is the virtual prohibition of loans made on the strength of
collateral value. In the home mortgage crisis, that began in 2007 and ended
in 2012, there were many loans “that should not have been made,” based on
shoddy, faulty, or nonexistent documentation of real or imagined income,
and often based only upon the value of the mortgaged property.58 When the
bubble of ever-increasing home values burst, many people were left with
mortgages they could not afford and upside-down home values precluded
them from refinancing their way out of the problem. DFA imposes liability
if a lender does not fairly evaluate ability to repay; it creates a safe harbor if
a lender makes a “qualified mortgage” that meets the requirements for DTI,
rate and points, etc., laid down by DFA and the Bureau.59 Also, going into
effect January 2014, was the expansion of Home Ownership and Equity
Protection Act (HOEPA) to cover home purchase and home equity lines of
credit.60
The Bureau, under its “know before you owe” initiative, has made
another very dramatic change: combining the TILA and RESPA HUDI
55. CFPB, Consumer Response Annual Report, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_
cfpb_consumer-response-annual-report-2014.pdf.
56. U.S SEC. AND EX. COMM’N, SEC’s FY 2014 Enforcement Actions Span Securities
Industry and Include First-Ever Cases,
https://www.sec.gov/News/PressRelease/Detail/PressRelease/13705
43184660 (Oct. 16, 2014).
57. CFPB, Ability-to-Repay and Qualified Mortgage Rule,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201401_cfpb_atr-qm_small-entity-compliance-guide.pdf (Jan.
8, 2014).
58. Id.
59. CFPB, Ability to Repay and Qualified Mortgage Standards Under the Truth in Lending
Act (Regulation Z).
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201308_cfpb_atr-qm-implementation-guide_final.pdf
60. HOEPA Lender Compliance Guide, HUD Approved Pre-Purchase Counseling (2016),
available at http://hoepa.org/hoepa-lender-compliance-guide/ (“The 2013 HOEPA Rule applies to
loan applications received on or after January 10, 2014.”)
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disclosures into one, virtually gutting the Annual Percentage Rate (“APR”)
disclosure regime the industry has known for over forty years, and adding
new waiting periods after disclosure before a loan can close.61
Title XIV of DFA, the Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending
Act, makes numerous other changes and additions to the laws covering
residential mortgage loans, e.g., servicing, foreclosures, etc., all of which
have added dramatically to the compliance load.62
Have these new rules reduced credit? Certainly there are loans not
being made today that were made before the crisis—or else the ATR rules
would have no impact. But what has the impact been? It is too early to
predict the final impact. The ATR and QM rules only went into effect in
January 2014.63 Currently, there is a temporary rule in place that allows use
of FNMA and FHLMC guidelines. The market is also rebounding from the
deep trough it sunk into in 2007.
The CFPB insists that DFA and ATR have not adversely impacted
home loan availability and that things are looking up.64 Director Richard
Cordray in his September testimony in Congress stated:
“[C]onsumer financial markets are showing increasing signs of
health. . .In 2014 [originations were up]. . .[t]he upward trend
appears to have accelerated over the first half of this yearFalsethere
is no evidence of the decline some predicted. [T]he number of
lendersFalseshowed an increase in 2014.”65
In a September 2015 speech to the National Association of Realtors
Cordray said: “[I]t turns out we were right.”66
In a forthcoming article in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, the Fed’s

61. CFPB, TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure Rule, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/2014
09_cfpb_tila-respa-integrated-disclosure-rule_compliance-guide.pdf (Sept. 2014).
62. 111 P.L. 203, 124 Stat. 1376
63. CFPB, Ability-to-Repay and Qualified Mortgage Rule, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f
/201308_cfpb_atr-qm-implementation-guide_final.pdf (last visited Jan. 30, 2016). (“The June
2013 ATR/QM Concurrent Final Rule and July 2013 Final Rule both amend the final rule issued
January 10, 2013, which is set to take effect on January 10, 2014.”)
64. Richard Cordray, Written Testimony of CFPB Director Richard Cordray Before the
House Committee on Financial Services, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Sep. 29, 2015),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/written-testimony-of-cfpb-director-richard-cordraybefore-the-house-committee-on-financial-services-20150929/
65. Richard Cordray, Written Testimony of CFPB Director Richard Cordray Before the
House Committee on Financial Services, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Sep. 29, 2015),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/written-testimony-of-cfpb-director-richard-cordraybefore-the-house-committee-on-financial-services-20150929/
66. Richard Cordray, Prepared Remarks of CFPB Director Richard Cordray at the National
Association of Realtors, CFPB (Sep. 17, 2015), http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/prepa
red-remarks-of-cfpb-director-richard-cordray-at-the-national-association-of-realtors-know-beforeyou-owe/
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research staff analyzes the 2014 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(“HMDA”) data.67 Staff found (among other things): (1) the number of
mortgage originations declined 31% from 2013—due primarily to a drop in
refinancing due to interest rates; (2) purchase loans went up 4% from 2013,
continuing an upward trend since 2011; (3) the FHA share of the market
continued to decline (which began in 2009)—possibly due to mortgage
insurance premium increase; (4) Blacks and Hispanics share of home
purchase loans went up; (5) the share of home purchase loans went from
44.8% in 2013 to 46.1% in 2014; (6) the HMDA data “give little indication
that the new ATR and QM rules significantly curtailed mortgage credit
availability,” [“there are significant challenges in determining the extent to
which the new rules have influenced the mortgage market. . .the results here
do not rule out significant effects in the future”]; (7) HOEPA threshold
loans declined; (8) the share of home-purchase loans to low or moderate
income (LMI) borrowers declined from 28.4% to 27%; (9) the average
home purchase loans to Hispanics was $198,000 versus $238,000 in 2006,
the comparable number for whites was $231,000 in 2014 and $222,000 in
2007; (10) the estimated DTI ratios largely held steady between 2013 and
2014 (limitations: lenders may have adjusted to new DTI before 2014; we
do not know how the market would have evolved in 2014 in absence of new
rules); (11) the top twenty-five lenders accounted for 34% of originations in
2014, down from 41% in 2013; (12) the large bank share of originations is
declining, small banks are flat, the shares of independents is rising (47%)
and most of it is sold to the GSE’s.68
The banks would not agree that the ATP has had no impact and
definitely believe – as common sense would dictate – that there has been
significant tightening of credit due to the new DTI rule, and the more
stringent restrictions on qualifying income and documentation. In the
American Bankers Association 22nd Annual ABA Real Estate Survey
Report, the survey results were as follows: QM compliant loans went from
84% to 90% of total originations; 33% said they restricted loans to QM
loans while 48% originated primarily QM loans, 45% believe there will be
a measurable reduction in credit availability across all mortgage segments,
while 38% believe the reduction will be only in non-QM segments; 78%
believe ATR/QM will have an overall severe (19%) to moderate (59%)
impact on credit availability.69 The two biggest reasons cited for a loan
getting non-QM status: (1) DTI exceeded and (2) documentation prevented

67. The 2013 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Data, 100 Fed. Res. Bull. 6 (Nov. 2014),
http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/bulletin/2014/pdf/2013_hmda.pdf
68. Id.
69. 22nd Annual ABA Real Estate Survey Report, American Bankers Association (May
2015), available at
https://www.aba.com/Tools/Function/Mortgage/Documents/2015ABARealEstateLendingandTRI
DSurvey.pdf.
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consideration of all income and/or assets.
The proof will be in the pudding: will homeownership go down? Will
LTI and protected class borrowers receive loans? Will low balance loans
decline because of the three points limitation? Will lenders still make nonQTM loans?
CUSTOMER COMPLAINT PROCESS
The CFPB has created a consumer complaint database, to which it pays
a lot of attention in determining enforcement and the need for regulation.70
Institutions have ramped up their complaint processes and now pay as much
attention to the CFPB database as the Bureau (and perhaps class action
attorneys). As of March 2015, there were 588,800 customer complaints.71
CFPB is now receiving over 20,000 complaints per month.72 Debt
collection, mortgage, and credit reporting rank first,second, and third in
terms of the number of complaints filed.73 The CFPB Office of Consumer
Response sends the complaints to the company and publishes the complaint
after a response, or after fifteen days, if the company fails to respond. The
Bureau selects reports for further investigation “in some cases, [Office of]
Consumer Response has referred complaints to colleagues in the CFPB’s
Division of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending and Equal
Opportunity for further consideration.”74 The public can access the
database. There is a “Tell Your Story” feature on the CFPB website
allowing consumers to relate their experience.”75 The Bureau publishes a
Consumer Complaint Annual Report every year (2014 data was published
in March 2015).
“Complaints give us insight into what is happening around the
country. The database, available on our website, is already being
used by consumers, advocacy groups, businesses, policy makers,
and journalists as a resource for spotting areas for improvement and
trends in the marketplace that they can also share with the public.
They serve as a compass to direct our work and help us identify and
prioritize problems for potential supervision, enforcement, and

70. CFPB, How We Use Complaint Data, http://www.consumerfinance.gov/complaint/datause/ (last visited Jan. 29, 2016).
71. CFPB, Complaints by the Numbers,
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_complaints-by-the-numbers.pdf (last visited Jan.
29, 2016).
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. CFPB, Consumer Response Annual Report at 38 (Jan. 1 – Dec. 31, 2013),
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201403_cfpb_consumer-response-annual-reportcomplaints.pdf.
75. Id. at 9.
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regulatory action.”76
The CFPB Complaint database, and complaint processing, has
revolutionized financial institution complaint procedures. CFPB expects
companies to have robust complaint processing, monitoring, analyzing and
reporting systems in place to deal with all complaints (not just those made
to CFPB). On the front end, companies are doing everything they can to
minimize complaints, to “head them off at the pass,” in order to minimize
the number of complaints their customers make to CFPB. Companies are
trying desperately to improve service performance levels. Companies now
have multiple levels of complaint review.
The CFPB is using customer complaints in supervision and
enforcement. Once a company receives a complaint from CFPB, every
effort is made to resolve the problem, and complaints are analyzed for
trends, law violations and the like. In most cases, companies have increased
their complaint processing staff multifold.
INDIRECT AUTO LENDING DISCRETIONARY DEALER PRICING
The Bureau has issued guidance and initiated a number of fair lending
enforcement actions in an effort to constrain and control automobile dealer
discretionary loan pricing.77
Banks and finance companies buy paper from dealers: the lender
establishes its “buy rate” for the contract based on its evaluation of credit
risk.78 The dealer is free to charge the customer a higher rate, and it pockets
the difference.79 This was the same discretionary pricing practice as in the
mortgage broker business until that practice was barred.80 In these
enforcement actions, the Bureau alleges that discretionary dealer pricing
results in blacks and Hispanics paying higher interest rates than similarly
situated whites.81 Since auto loan contracts don’t reveal the race of the
buyer, the Bureau uses as a proxy the Bayesian Improved Surname
Geocoding (BISG), which uses Census Bureau data to guess the

76. Id. at 3.
77. CFPB, Fair Lending Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau at 29-30
(Apr. 2015), http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201504_cfpb_fair_lending_report.pdf.
78. CFPB, CFPB Bulletin 2013-02 at 1, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201303_cfpb_ma
rch_-Auto-Finance-Bulletin.pdf.
79. CFPB, CFPB to Hold Auto Lenders Accountable for Illegal Discriminatory Markup,
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-to-hold-autolenders-accountable-for-illegal-discriminatory-markup/ (last visited Jan. 29, 2016).
80. CFPB, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Enforcing Consumer Protection Laws at
3 (July 21, 2014),
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201407_cfpb_factsheet_supervision-and-enforcement.pdf.
81. CFPB, Using Publicly Available Information to Proxy for Unidentified Race and
Ethnicity: A Methodology and Assessment at 4, http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201409_cfpb_re
port_proxy-methodology.pdf (last visited Jan. 29, 2016).
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race/national origin based on geography and name.82 Using BISG, the
Bureau matches similarly situated (from a credit perspective)
whites/blacks/Hispanics, to see if they got charged the same rate by the
dealer.83 The Bureau found that blacks and Hispanics pay higher rates than
their white counterparts.84 The Bureau reasons that the bank/finance
company considers all relevant credit factors in setting the buy rate for a
particular contract, therefore the variance in dealer markup could not be due
to credit factors. There is no other conclusion, according to the Bureau, but
that race results in higher discretionary dealer markup.
Santander Consumer Holdings, Inc. is the latest to announce (its August
2015 10-Q) that the Bureau has referred the company to the U.S. Justice
Department for fair lending violations in indirect lending. The most recent
consent order is In the Matter of: Fifth Third Bank, issued on September 28,
2015.85 Honda and Ally were subject to earlier consent orders.86
The automobile dealers are not giving up discretionary pricing without
a fight, and legislation is pending on Congress to specifically authorize the
buy-rate practice.87 The dealers feel that the Bureau’s proxy process is
faulty and that they do not discriminate.88 Absent legislation, dealer markups are likely to go the way of mortgage broker mark-ups, since although
the dealers garnered an exemption from DFA, the lenders and finance
companies did not. Through relentless enforcement initiatives, the Bureau is
likely to achieve its purpose.
In addition to enforcement, the Bureau is now directly examining the
auto finance market. In June 2015, the CFPB identified “larger participants”
subject to its supervision to include any non-bank engaged in automobile
financing that has at least 10,000 aggregate annual originations.89 This too
promises to be an avenue through which the Bureau will address
discretionary pricing.

82. Id. at 5-6.
83. CFPB, CFPB to Hold Auto Lenders Accountable for Illegal Discriminatory Markup,
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-to-hold-autolenders-accountable-for-illegal-discriminatory-markup/ (last visited Jan. 29, 2016).
84. Id.
85. CFPB, DEFINING LARGER PARTICIPANTS OF THE AUTOMOBILE FINANCING MARKET
AND DEFINING CERTAIN AUTOMOBILE LEASING ACTIVITY AS A FINANCIAL PRODUCT OR
SERVICE (2015), http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201506_cfpb_defining-larger-participants-ofthe-automobile-financing-market-and-defining-certain-automobile-leasing-activity-as-a-financialproduct-or-service.pdf.
86. CFPB, CFPB PROPOSES STRONG FEDERAL PROTECTIONS FOR PREPAID PRODUCTS
(2014), http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-proposes-strong-federal-protections-forprepaid-products/.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
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PREPAID CARDS
In November 2014, the Bureau proposed rules for the prepaid card
market that would close current “loopholes.”90 These would extend the
Regulation E “customer doesn’t pay for fraud losses” provisions to all
prepaid cards, create error resolution rights, and a “Know Before You Owe”
disclosure will be required covering costs and risks.91 The proposal extends
to mobile and other electronic prepaid accounts that can store funds.92 An
ability to pay requirement would be imposed if the customer can
“overdraw” his or her account.93 Through this regulation, the CFPB will
regulate, what for the most part, has been a largely unregulated product. 94
The importance is clear: in March 2015, the American Bankers Association
submitted a 46-page comment letter!95
CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCIES
Consumer Reporting Agencies who have more than $7 million in
annual receipts (30 companies) were defined by 2012 CFPB rule as “larger
participants” subject to CFPB supervision.96 The latest CFPB supervisory
highlights issue covers “accuracy problems at consumer reporting
agencies.”97 Since the bureaus are subject to CFPB supervision, they have
been the subjects of examinations.98 Examiners continue to find accuracy
problems at consumer reporting agencies. The August 2015 CFPB Monthly
Consumer Complaint Snapshot noted a sharp increase in complaints about
credit reporting, mostly about inaccurate information: “Consumer reporting
companies have been a major focus for the CFPB.”99

90. Id.
91. AMERICAN BANKERS ASS’N., COMMENT LETTER (2015),
https://www.aba.com/Advocacy/commentletters/Documents/aba-prepaid-comment-letter.pdf.
92. CFPB, CFPB to Supervise Credit Reporting (2012),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-to-superivsecredit-reporting/.
93. CFPB, CFPB Identifies Illegal Practices Uncovered Through Supervision (2015),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-identifies-illegal-practices-uncovered-throughsupervision/.
94. Id.
95. CFPB, CFPB Monthly Complaint Report Snapshot Spotlights Credit Reporting
Complaints (2015), http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-monthly-complaint-snapsho
t-spotlights-credit-reporting-complaints/.
96. CFPB, Fair Debt Collection Practices Act - cfpb annual report 2013 2 (2013),
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201303_cfpb_March_FDCPA_Report1.pdf.
97. Id.
98. CFPB, CFPB Proposes Rule to Oversee Nonbank Student Loan Services (2013),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-proposes-ruleto-oversee-nonbank-student-loan-servicers/.
99. Id.
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DEBT COLLECTION
In January 2013, the CFPB issued its rule defining larger participants of
the market for consumer debt collection: debt collection companies with
$10 million in annual receipts are larger participants subject to CFPB
supervision.100 Debt collection complaints rank number one in the CFPB’s
database.101
STUDENT LOANS
Private education lenders are subject to the CFPB’s supervision under
Title X.102 In 2013, the CFPB brought the seven largest student loan
servicers within its supervisory jurisdiction by defining them as “larger
participants” in the student loan servicing market.103
In February 2015, CFPB sued ITT Educational Services, Inc., for
“predatory student lending,” alleging that ITT pushed students into highcost loans that “were very likely to end in default.”104 The CFPB alleged
that ITT made first year “Temporary Credit” loans to students, knowing
that students would not be able to repay them, and then the company
pushed the students into repaying the loans with high-cost student loans.105
Going beyond the consumer financial product, the CFPB faulted ITT for
nontransferable education credits and misleading future job prospects. A
second suit has been filed against Corinthian Colleges, Inc.106
In December 2014, the CFPB sued two student loan debt relief
companies for violation of the Telemarketing Sales Rule and the Title X
prohibition of UDAAP. In late August 2015, the CFPB advised Navient
Corp., the nation’s largest student loan company (successor to Sallie Mae),
via a Notice and Opportunity to Respond and Advise Letter (“NORA”),
apparently concerned with Navient’s late fees and other unspecified
practices.107
In September 2015, the Bureau and the U.S. Education and Treasury
100. CFPB, CFPB Sues For-Profit College Chain ITT for Predatory Lending (2014),
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-sues-for-profit-college-chain-itt-for-predatorylending/.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. CFPB, CFPB Sues For-Profit Corinthian Colleges for Predatory Lending Scheme
(2014), http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-sues-for-profit-corinthian-colleges-forpredatory-lending-scheme/.
104. U.S SEC. AND EX. COMM’N, FORM 8-K NAVIENT CORPORATION (2015),
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1593538/000119312515300307/d77848d8k.htm
105. CFPB, Student Loan Servicing 3 (2015),
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201509_cfpb_student-loan-servicing-report.pdf.
106. Complaint, CFPB v. Corinthian Colleges, Inc., 2014 WL 5786691 (N.D.Ill. Sept. 16,
2014) (No. 14-7194)
107. OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATION—NAVIENT DISCLOSES POSSIBLE CFPB STUDENT
LENDING LEGAL ACTION, Wolters Kluwer Banking and Finance Law Daily, August 26, 2015,
2015 WL 5025099.
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Departments released a Joint Statement of Principles on Student Loan
Servicing (a $1.2 trillion student loan servicing market).108 For certain, there
will be further action in the area of student loan servicing and private forprofit colleges.
FAIR LENDING – “REDLINING”
Do banks have an affirmative obligation to lend to members of
protected classes? Banks generally go where the business is. What if that
results in all their branches being in the suburbs? Is that their prerogative,
just like other retail businesses? Or is that “redlining?” The Bureau has
renewed the effort begun by the U.S. Justice Department to target
“redlining.”109 In the most recent case, CFPB v. Hudson City Savings Bank,
September 24, 2015, the Bureau found a violation of the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act because Hudson had created a
“donut hole”—it had branches and lending in the suburbs, but not in the
“hole”—i.e., the city.110 Looking at Hudson’s “peer” banks, Hudson had far
fewer loans in “majority-minority” census tracts than its competitors.111
The Bureau promises to bring more such actions, and thus banks are
caught in a pincers attack. On the one hand, they have QM and ATR, which
they believe makes it significantly harder to make loans in majorityminority census tracts. On the other hand, an affirmative duty to lend in
these census tracts has been created.
MANDATORY PRE-DISPUTE ARBITRATION
Section 1414 of DFA prohibits mandatory pre-dispute arbitration
agreements for residential mortgages and residential open-end lines, and
that, in of itself, is an extremely significant change.112 The U.S. Supreme
Court has time and again upheld the enforceability of these provisions, and
they have significantly reduced the exposure to class action lawsuits.113
DFA Section 1028 authorizes the Bureau to prohibit or impose conditions
or limitations on such clauses if the Bureau finds that such a prohibition or
imposition of conditions or limitations is in the public interest or for the
protection of consumers.114 The findings in any such rule must conform to
the findings in the study mandated by Section 1028.115 The Bureau

108. CFPB, Student Loan Servicing: Analysis of Public Input and Recommendations for
Reform, Rep. 201509, Sept. 2015.
109. CFPB v. Hudson City Bank, F.S.B. (D.N.J. No. 2:15-cv-07056-CCC-JBC)(proposed
consent order filed on September 24, 2015)
110. Id.
111. Id. at para. 54.
112. 15 U.S.C.A. § 1639c
113. CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood, 132 S. Ct. 665, 181 L. Ed. 2d 586 (2012)
114. 12 U.S.C.A. § 5518
115. Id.
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completed the study in March 2015 and delivered it to Congress.116
The Bureau held a second field hearing on its findings on October 7,
2015, presumably to tee up a rule prohibiting such clauses, and announced
it will ban the “class action bars” in arbitration agreements.117 The Bureau’s
study reflects the impact arbitration clauses have on the exposure of
financial institutions to class action lawsuits: (1) 53% of credit card users
use mandatory pre-dispute arbitration clauses; (2) 44% of all checking
accounts have them; (3) 92% of prepaid cards; (4) 86% of prorate student
loans; (5) 99% of payday loans; and (6) 88% of mobile wireless carriers
which allow third-party charges.118 The Bureau found that most consumers
subject to the clauses did not know about them, and less than 7% knew that
the arbitration clause restricted their ability to sue in court.119
In June 2015, the House Appropriations Committee passed an
amendment to DFA that would require a peer-reviewed cost-benefit
analysis of the use of arbitration agreements before the CFPB can issue a
final rule.120
The Bureau has spoken: “arbitration agreements restrict consumer’s
relief for disputes with financial services providers by limiting class
actions. . .[v]ery few consumers individually seek relief through arbitration
or the federal courts, while millions of consumers are eligible for relief each
year through class action settlements.”121 Adoption of a rule becoming
mandatory pre-dispute arbitration clauses will dramatically increase the
incidence of class action lawsuits against financial institutions.
INCREASED REGULATORY BURDEN
The following is from an August 1, 2015 Wall Street Journal article:
“The regulatory environment has become so onerous in America
that it is now easier to start a business in England than in the U.S.”
Vernon Hill, former CEO, Commerce Bancorp.122
The following is from a September 8, 2015 letter to Senators Shelby

116. CFPB, Arbitration Study: Report to Congress, pursuant to Dodd–Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act § 1028(a), (Mar. 10, 2015).
117. CFPB, Small Business Advisory Review Panel for Potential Rulemaking on Arbitration
Agreements: Outline of Proposals Under Consideration and Alternatives Considered, (Oct. 7,
2015).
118. Supra
119. Id.
120. H.R. Rep. 114-2995 (2015).
121. CFPB, CFPB Study Finds That Arbitration Agreements Limit Relief for Consumers
(Mar. 10, 2015).
122. Stephen Moore, The Demise of the Small American Bank, Wall Street Journal, July 31,
2015, http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-demise-of-the-small-american-bank-1438382060
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and Brown supporting a regulatory burden relief bill: S.1484—passed the
Senate Banking Committee in May 2015—submitted by: American
Bankers Association (“ABA”), Credit Union National Association
(“CUNA”), Independent Community Bankers of America (“ICBA”), and
National Association of Federal Credit Unions (“NAFCU”):
“The growing volume and complexity of regulations [affects our
institution’s] ability to best serve the needs of their customers and
to generate local economic activity and jobs. Remaining
community financial institutions are forced to hire new compliance
staff, instead of loan officers, and to adjust or eliminate the types of
services that they can provide in their communities.”123
The following is from a February 2014 Mercatus Center Small Bank
survey:
“The initial analysis suggests that Dodd-Frank significantly affects
small banks and their customers. . .[t]hese costs include hiring new
compliance personnel, increased reliance on outside compliance
experts, additional resources allocated to compliance, and more
time spent by noncompliance employees on compliance.”124
“The median number of compliance staff for the banks in our
survey increased from one to two. . .[s]mall banks are responding
by trimming their product lines and contemplating mergers with
other banks. . .[a]pproximately twenty-five percent of the banks we
surveyed are contemplating mergers.”125

CONCLUSION
Hang on to your seats. The CFPB has been very successful to date in its
effort to roll out its statutory authorities. It has only scratched the surface of
those authorities. For example, for every consumer financial product or
service, it has the authority to extend its supervisory role beyond the
currently supervised to include any entity it defines as a “larger market

123. 114th CONGRESS, 1st Session, 114th CONGRESS, 1st Session, Joint Trades Letter to
Senate re: Regulatory Relief, ABA Letters to Congress / Regulators, September 8, 2015, available
at
http://www.aba.com/Advocacy/LetterstoCongress/Documents/JointTradesLetteronRegRelief0908
15.pdf
124. Id.
125. Id.
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participant.”126 The Bureau can extend its enforcement to service providers,
affiliates, related persons, and any person involved in UDAAP.127 The
Bureau can promulgate UDAAP rules, rules under all the “alphabet soup”
of federal regulations like TILA, FCRA, FCBA, and TISA. 128 The Bureau is
only at the beginning of exercising its direct supervisory role over credit
reporting agencies, automobile finance companies, debt collection agencies,
payday lenders, foreign remittance providers, and mortgage brokers. Once
the Bureau has all the participants it wants under its supervisory tent, all the
rules and regulations it deems appropriate in place, and its full enforcement
team in pursuit, then we will see its full wingspan.

126. Supervision of very large banks, savings associations, and credit unions, 12 U.S.C.A. §
5515 (2010)
127. Prohibiting unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices, 12 U.S.C.A. § 5531 (2010)
128. Prohibiting unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices, 12 U.S.C.A. § 5531 (2010);
Rulemaking authority, 12 U.S.C.A. § 5512 (2010)

